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One of the rnost common cancers in the world and Iran is gastric cancer, which is the third
leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide. In recent years, several bio-markers have
been reviewed to find out their clinical relevance in the management and treatment of
gastric cancer. Currently, with the exception of Her2 / neu, no biomarkers are used in
clinical trials and gastric cancer management. Expression of HER2 / neu in tumor cells can
affect tumor cell proliferation, migration, differentiation, apoptosis and adhesion. Given
that HER2 / neu expression in gastric cancer has been detected, inhibiting HER2 / neu
receptor, Trastuzumab can be a therapeutictarget Promising. Due to frequent studies on
HER2 / neu and its effects on the features of clinicopathology and prognosis, there is still
no definitive and precise results, and further studies are needed.
Objective: In this study, we intend to investigate the status of HER2 / neu in patients with
gastric cancer by using immunohistochemical staining in Iran. The association of this
biomarker with age, sex, type of tumor, tumor size, lyrnph node involvement and blood
vessels involvement , Tumor differentiation, aggression, the presence of Helicobacter
pylori, dysplasia, atrophy, intestinal metastasis and stage tumor, and we can more
comprehensive information about the effect of this factor on the histopathologic
characteristics of the tumor and ultimately on its effect on the prognosis of the patient Find-
method: This cross-sectional descriptive study was performed on 48 patients diagnosed
with gastric cancer who had undergone gastrectomy from Afzalipoor Hospital from 1393 to
1396. All of the demographic data in the pathology file and the survival rate of patients
after the diagnosis of cancer were recorded in the table. Patient slides were reassessed by
the pathologist. After marking the location of the tumor and the margin of the tumor, Hq2 I
neu marker immunohistochemical staining was perfonned and graded from 0 to +3
according to DAKO criteria. The tumor marginal tissue was examined for the presence of
intestinal metaplasia, its type, the presence of atrophy, dysplasia and Helicobacter
J
pylori.Then put all the information recorded in the tables back into the statistical analysis
with the soft tool of spss version 20Became.
Iindings: The overall Her2 I neu positive rate in the study population was 10.4%o (n : 5)
and there was no significant relationship between Her2 lneu and age, sex, tumor size,
lytoph node involvement, subtype, blood vessel and lynrphatic drainage, differentiation ,
Tumor stage, tumor location, invasion rate, survival, Helicobacter pylori, intestinal
metaplasia and atrophy of intestinal mucosa.
Discussion and conclusion: According to the results of this study, Her2 lneu expression in
gastrectomy specimens of 48 patients with gastric cancer is 10.4o/o. Due to the lack of
correlation between demographic and clopathological findings, including grade and stage
of tumor, more extensive studies are needed.
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